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DE LAMAR JENSEN

there was a time

or at least 1I think there was 7
mused scholar john L lievsay recently at a gathering of historians and literary critics in washington D C when a
man might innocently use the term the renaissance to refer
to a reasonably well defined single phase however involute
its composition in the history of western world culture and
no one would have argued seriously that the expression was
other than a general synonym for the sixteenth century nowadays all that is changed in an unguarded moment one says
as though it were a naughty word renaissance and is instantly challenged just what does he think he is talking
about
about1
abouts1
the confusion and frustration resulting from contradictory
interpretations of the renaissance may not be quite as extreme
as professor lievsay suggests but no one can deny the dilemma
of today s reader when he is confronted with such a potpourri
renaissances
sances and prenaissances the present
of renascences renais
study is an attempt to make the idea of the renaissance a little
clearer and more meaningful to the general reader through an
examination of some of its recent interpretative literature 2 it
is also intended to show that in spite of the infinite variety
and divergency of contemporary views there are some striking
once
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similarities in these views concerning the nature and meaning
of the renaissance indeed one might even discern if not a
direction in these writings at least an orientation reflecting
both the rising standards of scholarship and the growing interdependence of academic disciplines for the renaissance scholar whether he is historian art critic or poet just as for the
statesman businessman or cleric understanding and cooperation have become vital in our shrinking world
1I

the

logical starting point for any contemporary study of
renaissance historiography is wallace K ferguson s the renaaly
yance
dis
ais
sance in historical thought five centuries of interpretaissance
naissance
aissance
tion 1948 ferguson s lucid and critical analysis of the evolution of the renaissance has made this almost a modern
classic but it is also important for another reason implicit
throughout the work and specifically stated near the end is
ferguson s own interpretation of the renaissance it is this
aspect of his study although it has not met with the same
acclamation as the more descriptive parts that has exercised
a great influence on renaissance interpretations of the last
fifteen years
ferguson s view suggested as early as 1940 is that the
renaissance grew out of the middle ages and was a period
of gradual transition which began when the new urban and
secular elements in european culture began to weigh down the
balance against the feudal and ecclesiastical elements which
had dominated the civilization
civilia tion of the middle ages 3 here he
civiliation
emphasized the idea that the renaissance was not a method
nor an outlook but a period of time distinct in many ways
from the medieval because of the essential differences in the
social structure of the two eras in the renaissance in historical thought he again suggested the idea of a transitional
period of time between the middle ages and the modern
world and declared that the greatest need for future renaissance scholarship was that of working out a new and up to date
synthesis based upon the detailed analysis of the many aspects
of this period 1 I do not mean to imply he explained that
historians should seek to discover anew the spirit of the renaais sance in the sense of a zeitgeist that will serve as the key
issance
to open all doors my insistence upon the value of synthesis
ferguson
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rests simply upon a conviction which may be in essence an act
of faith that the events of the past are not isolated phenomena
that history is not a meaningless chaos of unrelated facts 4
in 1951 ferguson further elaborated his conception of the
renaissance suggesting not only its general characteristics but
also its location in time which he rather arbitrarily places
between the years 1300 and 1600 he then described this
period as the transition from a civilization that was predominantly feudal ecclesiastical and agrarian to one that was predominantly national urban and secular with its economic
center of gravity shifted from agriculture to commerce and industry it is indeed the distinguishing characteristic of these
centuries that they are neither medieval nor modern but
represent a transitional stage which has a character of its
own 6 this is the leitmotif which runs through much of contemporary renaissance literature
in recent years there have been many general histories of
the period which might fall somewhere into the category of
consi derd here the
considerd
synthesis but only two of these can be considers
most direct attempt to synthesize and integrate the cultural
political and economic features of the italian renaissance into
a meaningful historical interpretation is denys hay s the
italian renaissance in its historical background hay confesses
his belief in the existence of a renaissance between the mid
fourteenth and early eighteenth centuries and his acceptance of
the view that it occurred first in italy and then spread to the
rest of europe proposing to describe the style of living in
the renaissance he succeeds in sketching an incomplete but
ferguson the renaissance
p 391
mifflin 1948j
1948

in

historical thought

boston

houghton

ferguson
the interpretation of the renaissance suggestions for a
journal of the history of ideas XII 1951
synthesis
486 88 also the
48688
church in a changing world A contribution to the interpretation of the renaais
sance american historical review LIX 1953 p 2
issance
td italics mine at a 1952 metropolitan museum of art symposium
ibid
ib
he explained that the distinctiveness of the period consists in the uneasy
coexistence within it of medieval and modern elements of decaying or obsolescent institutions and ways of thinking together with new institutions and ideas
still imperfectly formed
toward the modern state the renaissance A
reprinted in
symposium new york metropolitan museum of art 1953
the renaissance six essays new york harper 1962 p 4 also see his
1956 arensberg lecture the interpretation of the renaissance esp p 16
ferguson s interpretation has had many supporters in the past fifteen years
both conscious and unintentional the most succinct summary of the transitional idea is giorgio de santillana s observation that all eras are of transition but some are more transitional than most the age of adventure the
renaissance philosophers boston houghton mifflin 1957 p 9
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suggestive portrait of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in
italy with emphasis on both the continuity and the uniqueness
of the period he quickly admits the persistence of medieval
attitudes techniques and institutions but maintains that when
these and a thousand similar points are allowed for there is
still a difference in the style of living between the renaissance and both what came before and what came after 7
from this premise professor hay illustrates the composite
yet distinctive nature of renaissance life politically it was
the age of theoretical and practical dynastic monarchy wedded
to the urban middle class as contrasted with both the medieval
world of decentralized landed magnates and with the post
renaissance period dominated by parliamentarianism and
bourgeois political values in economics too the renaissance
modem world of
stood between medieval agrarianism and the modern
heavy industry it was a world of banks yet without bank notes
of commerce without industry of enormous financial operations in an atmosphere almost devoid of financial security
where one had capital so to speak without capitalism where
town and country were almost evenly matched in economic
importance where money might be made in a hundred and
one ways but where the only longterm
long term investment was land 8
further examples are drawn from its religious and cultural
characteristics which hay describes as essentially lay and yet
essentially christian or what he calls secularly religious
referring specifically to the brethren of the common life the
christian humanists and to the jesuits in literature the renaais
vernaculars
ulars and
sance is marked by a balance between the vernac
issance
cias
clas
classical
sical latin and in art a concern for both realism and
decoration
above all hay insists that the renaissance was not the
prototype of the modern world any more than it was a continuation of the middle ages

what has the renaissance contributed to the railway
engine the aeroplane mass education and the ideal of popular government we live in a world where latin letters are
denys hay the italian renaissance in its historical background london
p 2
& new york cambridge university press 1961
under rates the role of technology in the
underrated
ibid p 19 whereas hay underrates
renaissance and neglects the effects of geographical expansion and discovery
sir george clark
oark in his shorter early modern europe from about 1450 to about
dark
emphasizes these as primary
1720 london oxford university press 1957
characteristics of the renaissance
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remote from our present anxieties and pleasures where even
our art and architecture have left the norms set up in the
sixteenth century beyond that we live for better and for
worse in one world
this isis all very different from
earlier ages when the traditional geographical limits of
europe represented the furthest bounds of
of most european
activity 9

in 1963 the long awaited ferguson synthesis finally appeared his claims for his latest book europe in
m transition
10
1520
1300
13001520
120
1300120 are more modest than that but it is apparent
that between the covers of this 625 page general history of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries he has carefully woven together the essential features of his conception of the renaissance sociological evolution from an agrarian to an urban
society political transition to the territorial state artistic and
of
intellectual emergence ofthe
the renaissance man yet the forodthe
mat and treatment of subject matter are on the whole disappointing it is largely narrative history falling somewhere
between a real interpretative synthesis and a detailed survey
text furthermore by treating the civilization of western
europe as a whole during the little more than two centuries from 1500
1300 to 1520 ferguson is forced to make the
bed fellows
renaissance embrace and encompass such unlikely bedfellows
as the hundred years war french feudal chivalry and the
angevin monarchy in england nevertheless this welcomed
study is a valuable addition to recent renaissance literature
providing a much needed college text and at the same time a
comprehensive summary of the political economic and cultural
life of europe in the age of transition
11
II
early in the period under discussion nino valeri published
nelie
his great study of renaissance italian politics LI
raila
talia nerieta
nelleta
bitalia
ultalia
litalia
nelletd
de i principati dal 1343 al 1516
6 in which he traced the long
1I
dei
del
struggle between milan and the other city states of northern
and central italy culminating in the erection of a precariously
balanced italian states system by the middle of the fifteenth
hay the renaissance p 14 see also his burckhardt s renaissance

1860
1960
1425
14 25
18601960
history today X 1960
23 what really characterizes the
1423
1425
modern world he asserts there is technology mass media of communication
and as an idea or ideology universally accepted if not universally applied
government of the people by the people
p 23 cf mario M rossi note
sulla modernity
mod
nuova
modernita
ernita del Ri nascimento
orica XXXIV 1950
storica
stolica
rivista St
luova rivirta
32
132
1

boston houghton mifflin 1963
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century unlike luigi simeoni s well known history of the
same year 11 valeri views that conflict particularly in its effect
upon florence as a prime factor in shaping the culture and the
entire intellectual outlook of the renaissance for valeri the
civic consciousness engendered by the milanese wars was the
bridge dividing fifteenth century italian social culture from
its individualistic antecedents of the fourteenth 12
valeri s theme received its most adept and detailed exposition though apparently arrived at independently by the
eminent renaissance scholar hans baron in 1953 continuing
two decades of important contributions he published a lengthy
article focusing attention on the repercussions of the alliance
of liberty loving florence with venice against despotic
milan out of the struggle had come the decision that the
road was to remain open to the civic freedom and to the
system of independent states which became a part of the
civilization of the italian renaissance 13 baron s interpretation of the milanese defeat as a victory for freedom rather
than as a defeat for national unity became the starting point
for a new interpretation of both the scope and the nature of
the renaissance it was the coexistence of republican and monarchical states side by side in a working balance of power
says baron which provided the basis of renaissance culture
and in a sense made italy of the fifteenth century the prototype
of the modern world 14
closely related to this interpretation is garrett mattingly s
view of renaissance diplomacy certainly in the objectives
organization and the techniques of diplomacy renaissance
italy was the model and teacher of the rest of europe and to

la

Val lardi 1950
2 vols milan francesco vallardi
ballardi
12
verona arnaldo mondaprincipal
del
nino valeri bitalia
fei principati
fel
litalia
lltalia
LI talia nelleta dei
Ll
dori 1950
263 65 for a contrasting view of the early renaissance
pp
ap 26365
keng
rene La bande linalie
emphasizing its ruthlessness and cynicism see edmond reng
raile
talie
falie
llfalie
LI ralle
litalie
Ll
de la renaissance duecento
tremento
Tre cento quattrocento
Due cento trecento
Quattro cento paris payot 1954
hans baron A struggle for liberty in the renaissance florence venice
and milan an
american historical review LVIII
in the early quattrocento
Quattro cento
1n
544 70 quote p 289 two years later he published his closely
265 89 54470
1953
26589
reasoned and carefully documented capstone the crisis of the early italian
civic humanism and republican liberty in an age of classicism
renaissance cinc
cine
and tyranny 2 vols princeton princeton university press 1955 on barons
monumental work see gennaro sasso
florentina libertas e Ri nascimento
italiano nell opera di hans baron rivista
storica italiano LXIX 1957
rivirta stolica
76 and G Radetti
250
dadetti
25076
umanesimo civile fiorentino nel
radetti
le origin dell umanesimo
giornale
quattrocento
Quattro cento Gi
critica di Filo
sofia italiana XXXVIII 1959 98122
98 122
filosofia
ornale chitica
baron burckhardt s civilization of the renaissance a century after
its publication renaissance news XIII 1960 20722
207 22 esp ap
pp 22122
221 22
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a degree of the world according to mattingly the same strug-

gle in northern and central italy against the expanding power
of milan which provides the key to baron s interpretation also
gave birth to modern diplomacy
although all civilizations of which we have any record
have had some set of diplomatic institutions ours took a turn
some time after 1400 which differentiated it from all other
sets in history this new development seemed to be a characteristic
act eristic symptom of the new power relations of the nascent
modern world
resident embassies the distinguishing
feature were an italian invention they were fully developed
in italy by the 1450 s and spread thence like other renaissance innovations to the rest of europe around 1500 and
like other renaissance innovations they continued to develop
along the lines laid down throughout the period which ended
in 1914 so that their first stage may also properly be called
the beginning of modern diplomacy 15

this

new diplomacy created in italy during the first half
of the fifteenth century was the expression of a new kind of
state unknown in the middle ages and still only partially
developed by the sixteenth century 16
per iodization and preferwhile rejecting ferguson s early periodization
ring to call the renaissance a change of phase rather than a
change in kind mattingly adheres to a modified transition
view 1 I use it the term renaissance
he explained at a
1960 symposium for the critical phase of the transition from
the unified hierarchically ordered spiritually oriented society
of latin christendom to the heterogeneous secularly oriented
society of autonomous sovereign states which make up modern

europe

17

As our attention moves from the fifteenth into the sixteenth century and from italy into the rest of europe we
become aware of further changes in outlook and emphasis
traditionally the italian renaissance has been explained in
garrett mattingly renaissance diplomacy boston houghton mifflin
pp
ap 11
12
1955
1112
V
changing attitudes towards the state during the renaismattingly
ap 19
40
sance facets of the renaissance pp
1940
mattingly some revisions of the political history of the renaissance
in tinsley helton ed
the renaissance A reconsideration of the theories
and interpretations of the age madison university of wisconsin press 1961
p 11 on that university of wisconsin symposium see riccardo fubini un
dellopera
bellopera
lopera
recente
becente convegno sul Ri nascimento a cent anni dalla pubblicazione del
di jacob burckhardt bibliotheque
dhumanisms et renaissance XXV 1963
bibliothque dhumanisme
408
26
40826
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terms of the bourgeois city states 18 but according to some
students of the period this was no longer the prevailing structure in many areas by the late fifteenth century david hicks
suggests for example that a new society was emerging in siena
at the end of the century which was dominated not by the
urban centered bourgeoisie but by a new aristocracy basing its
wealth and power on agriculture and political privilege a
nobility possessing a curious resemblance to the petty feudal
aristocracy the middle classes had displaced two and a half
centuries before 19 this new emphasis on the importance and
the strength of the nobility especially in northern europe has
been underlined by J H hexter who points out that the renaais
sance nobility far from being decadent as is traditionally
issance
assumed took the lead in cultural matters and in university
education this was in sharp contrast to the medieval nobleA revaluation of
man who was uneducated and proud of it
our whole conception of social ideas social structure and social
function in europe in the age of the renaissance is long overdue challenges hexter and suggests that we start our revision by thinking in terms not of the decline of the aristocracy
but of its reconstruction 20
this challenge has been eagerly accepted by many scholars
in a short article appearing in 1957 J russell major indicated
his support of the thesis that the states of this period differed
enough from what had gone before and what was to come
after to constitute a definite period in history 21 major illustrates his premises by describing the renaissance monarchy of
france as a decentralized dynastic institution characterized by
an emphasis on legitimacy and legality by uncertain boundaries and jurisdictions lack of a national army lack of bureaucratic machinery and by its heavy reliance for support upon
the people and representative assemblies in a more recent
article he has shown that french monarchs ruled according to
this

view was recently emphasized in an article by D maland in which
he outlined the ways urban life had caused changes in the social patterns
which in turn gave birth to the cultural renaissance the italian renaissance
A problem of interpretation history XLIV 1959 11523
115 23
tavid
david
lavid L hicks sienese society in the renaissance comparative
studies in society and history 11
II
il 1960 412
the education of the aristocracy in the renaissance journal of
modern history XXII 1950 1120
20 reprinted in his reappraisals in history
45 70
pp 4570
london longmans 1961 ap
J russell major the renaissance monarchy A contribution to the
112 24
Periodization of history emory university quarterly XIII 1957 11224
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law that they accepted the inevitable decentralization of the
state and that they were inherently weak he points out
furthermore that the most dynamic elements in the society
of the time were not the middle classes but the nobility finally he declares that the renaissance monarchy had an end
as well as a beginning that it was a transitional phase rather
than the beginning of the modern state it is my belief he
concludes
that the economic crisis and the thirty years
war brought the french renaissance monarchy to an end and
led to changes as important as those brought on by the hundred years war and the economic crisis of 1330
1450 which
13301450
marked its beginning 112222

lii
lil

111
III

during the last fifteen years a controversy

which began
in the previous decade over the economic conditions in the
renaissance blossomed into a full scale academic war only
in the last two or three years have the various parties appeared
vendii
to be reaching some sort of modus vi vendl
at the 1950 meeting of the international congress of
historical sciences held in paris michael postan spoke convincin gly for the economic revisionists when he affirmed that
vincingly
economic contraction and depression characterized most of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries making it impossible to call
the renaissance a period of prosperity as has been done tradi21
tio nally 23
tionally
in subsequent articles postan has shown through
the use of wage data land values rents and production
rates that population trade silver mining grain production
and cloth production all declined markedly in fourteenth and
major the french renaissance monarchy as seen through the estates
general studies in the renaissance IX 1962
114 this thesis is further
developed in his representative institutions in renaissance france
franco madison
university of wisconsin press 1962 esp chap 1 cf also his the crown
and the aristocracy in renaissance france american historical review LXIX
45 in 1956 the great italian scholar frederico chabod
chabad pointed
1964
631
63145
out several of these characteristics of the renaissance state such as personalism and dynasticism but placed more importance than does major on the
t il un etat
strength and loyalty of the bureaucracy Y aatil
ebat de la renaissance
6tat
artes du colloque sur la renaissance paris J vrin 1958 pp
74
ap 57
5774
axe
rapport Histoire
michael postan
econom ique moyen age
6conomique
histoire economique
ix6
ixe
congres
congrs
coners international des sciences historiques paris A colin 1950 1I
41 11
14 see also E perroy
si6cle
sincle
annales
II 110
11014
225
22541
les crises du XIV siecle
rociale dellitalia della
corrado barbagallo
IV 1949
la crisi economico sociale
nuova rivirta
411 XXXV
Rinascimento
rivista St orica XXXIV 1950
389
389411
luova
dellego
1138
Fior
itura e decadenza delleco
38 and especially enrico fiume
1951
fioritura
istorico italiano
439 CXVI
archivio storico
nomia fiorentina
italians CXV 1957 385
385439
502
427502
510 CXVII 1959 427
443510
1958 443
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if teenth
steenth century england 24 several other prominent economic
fifteenth
historians have added their weight to the growing body of
opinion that the renaissance was a period of economic decline
and stagnation rather than of prosperity
in a recent symposium robert sabatino lopez spelled out
in greater detail the meaning of this economic decline there
was a sharp population drop in the mid fourteenth century
especially in the cities impediments to trade routes war and
disease contributed to spreading famine and unrest increasing
tax burdens shrinkage of markets drop in land prices and
the abandoning of much arable land urban industries declined
commerce was depressed and interest rates dropped these
factors he argues hit the hardest in italy and at the very
time of the cultural renaissance he concludes however that
due to the absence of economic opportunities in italy the
businessmen and aristocrats of the time invested their money
in culture rather than in trade and industry statesmen who
had tried to build up their power and prestige by enlarging
their estates now vied with one another to gather works of
art businessmen who had been looking for the most profitable
or the most conservative investments in trade now invested in
books 25 thus economic stagnation contributed positively to
the renaissance cultural vitality
A few months later another prominent and respected economic historian armando sapori
capori delivered a paper in florence
italy which has had repercussions in subsequent interpretations capori
sapori showed that a true economic expansion took place
in the twelfth century but that this vitality had spent itself by
the time of the classical renaissance and had in fact been re
some economic evidence of declining population in the later middle
ages economic history review 2nd
and ser 11
221 46 the trade of
II 1950 22146
11
cammedieval europe the north the cambridge economic history vol II
bridge 1952
216 cf W C robinson money population and eco191
191216
nomic change in late medieval europe the economic history review XII
63 82 and most recently emil lucki history of the renaissance
1959
6382
book 1I economy and society salt lake city university of utah press 1963
bookj
196
booke
R S lopez hard times and investment in culture the renaissance
A symposium pp
ap 19
34 cf also R S lopez and H A miskimin
1934
the
and ser
economic depression of the renaissance economic history review 2nd
26 in 1960 ferguson wrote that the economic depression
XIV 1962 408
40826
which he was finally ready to concede actually accelerated the decline of
feudalism and the rise of capitalism As a result the wealth that remained
became concentrated in fewer hands than before thereby making the cultural
revival possible recent trends in the economic historiography of the renaissance studies in the renaissance VIII 1960 726
7 26
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placed by recession in most areas of economic activity 26 in a
later essay capori
sapori proposed a new periodization
per iodization for the entire
renaissance postulating that the economic revival of the
twelfth century was the basis for the cultural and intellectual
activity of the renaissance he suggested moving the usual
boundaries of the renaissance back to include all of the period
presently referred to as the high middle ages and making of
it an integrated period of some five centuries lying between
the middle ages and modern times 27
although there are few economic historians now who
uphold the older view that renaissance europe was a time
of unbounded economic prosperity there are many who question the extent and nature of the depression carlo M cipolla
for example maintains that an economic recovery began at the
end of the fourteenth century and the beginning of the fifteenth and compares fifteenth century italy with the expanding frontier in america with its new areas of land opening
canal development and rural investment even population
according to cipolla began to increase in the fifteenth century 28 at the international congress of historical sciences
held at rome in 1955 the soviet economic historian E A
kosminsky was the most persistent defender of the view that
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries constituted a period of
11 problema
significator
significato
problems
economical
Ri
pro blema eco
nomica
economica
armando saponi 11II
rinascimento
il nascimento
e limiti
inter nazionale sul Ri nascimento florence
III
atti del 111
ili
lii convegno internazionale
ap 10732
107 32
G C sansoni 1953 pp
talle pour un remainiement
talie
saponi
aus ditalie
capori
pori moyen age et renaissance vus
Sa
sapori
vitalie
dltalie
dI
dl
annales XI 1956 433
p6riodes
peri
periodes
des perl
odes historiques
57 and in a slightly reperiods
43357
Medio evo e Ri nascimento spunti
spanti per una diversa
vised form a year later in medioevo
64 cf delio
storico italiano CXV 1957
periodizzazione
archivio
arch ivio istorico
135
13564
problema
blema rinascimentale proposto da armando capori
pro
sapori studi in
Cant
it problems
cantimori
imori 11II
cantilori
sapori milan Ci salpino 1957 11
47 and in studi
II 935
onore de armando capori
93547
de storia florence giulio einaudi 1959
polemical
pol emica
361
78 nino valeri la polemica
36178
sapori nuova
sul Ri nascimento nell opera di armando capori
rivista St orica XLVI
luova rivirta
94 and E F jacob
1963
187
18794
la periodizzazione dell eteta del rinasci
internazionale
deuropa
taila e in quella leuropa
talla
Inter nazionale
dEu ropa X congresso iniernazionale
mento nella storia ditalia
dl talia
de scienze storiche
Sto riche florence sansoni 1955
63
IV 335
33563
carlo M cipolla the trends in italian economic history in the later
ae
1e ages
182 also his
economic history review 2nd
and ser 11
mid
II 1949
middie
middle
fondazione treccani degli alfieri 1957 and per
storia de milano milan Fondazione
ndo
barda in studi in onor e di arm
ado
Lom
armando
lombarda
la storia della terre della bassa bombarda
ardy
lomoardy
lombardy
Lomo
sapori 1I 655 ff douglas dowd follows cipolla in showing that in lo0ardy
capori
fifteenth
fift
anth
enth
at least agriculture experienced a revival in the fourteenth and fiat
journal
centuries
rn 1I of
jorn
1500
10
13001500
forn
the economic expansion of lombardy 1300
60 M mollat points out that ther
143
economic history XXI 1961
14360
the was
rope
enormous
eror mous regional variation in renaissance economy but on the whole Eeurope
benth
fifteenth
fif eenth
ite revival and expansion from the middle of the afif
dafin
definite
witnessed a defin
t il une economic de la renais
century on and in italy it began earlier Y aatil
renals
48
ap 37
artes du colloque sur la renaissance paris 1958 pp
sance
3748
27

1
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economic progress adhering closely to the marxist interpretation kosminsky insisted that the fifteenth century falls
logically into place as a step in the evolution of modern capitalism 29
the published contributions of the last two or three years
seem to express a greater moderation in the claims for both
sides and point toward a recognition that neither depression
nor prosperity were universal in the renaissance gino luzzatto observes that by the fifteenth century
italy no longer occupied the same place in the economy
of europe as in the two preceding centuries the old position
of monopoly was gone and the old power of expansion was
enfeebled to this extent undoubtedly it is proper to speak
of italian economic decline but to use the word decline in
the further sense of an absolute fall in the volume and value
of production and exchange would be wholly unjustified
if production for export contracted in the woolen industry
the loss was largely balanced by compensating progress in the
silk industry
not only the manufacture of silk was stimulated by the
new love for luxury elegance and artistic refinement all
industries were affected which produced articles for personal
adornment or the embellishment of the home and public and
religious buildings handicrafts in wood and iron cooper
bronze precious stones and metals glass manufacture and
ceramics embroidery and lacemaking
for more than a century the preeminence of renaissance
italy in the manufacture of artistic and luxury wares helped
to maintain italian foreign trade at much the same level as
in the most prosperous period of the past and may even have
raised it higher 30

IV
humanism continues to be a controversial subject of renaais sance studies and is generally regarded as one of the key
issance
del X congresso internazionale
beut on
ap 39596
Inter nazionale rome 1955 pp
395 96 peut
1 poque de la decadence de 1I
considerer ie
16
si&les
sierles
le XIV et ie XV siecles
sidles comme 16poque
sap
economic europe
san on pp
studi in onore di armando sapori
capori
70
enne
europeenne
ap 551
55170
europ6enne
gino luzzatto an economic history of italy from the fall of the roman
empire to the beginning of the sixteenth century london routledge & kegan
paul 1961
142 3 the articles appearing in the third volume of the
pp
ap 1423
cambridge economic history 1963 show a notable change in tone from those
published eleven years earlier raymond de roover edward miller and carlo
cipolla all emphasize the regional variations in economic conditions but seem
to agree that italy retained its economic preeminence throughout the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries also cf raymond de roover s recent masterpiece the
rise and decline of the medici bank 13971494
1397 1494 cambridge harvard university press 1963
atti t
att
arrl
arri
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issues in the overall interpretation of the renaissance 31 while
the works of giuseppe toffanin
Toff anin and giuseppe saitta still
occupy polar positions 12 the recent writings of garin baron
and kristeller grapple more realistically and modestly with
the problems of the renaissance they also reflect many of
the same characteristics already noted in contemporary political
and economic studies
eugenio garin is one of the most perceptive and prolific
Toff anin that there
contemporary writers he believes with toffanin
was a strong religious flavor to renaissance humanism but
does not interpret this to mean that medieval and renaissance
thought were the same garin emphasizes the change of attitude which took place and shows that attitudes are as vital as
facts in shaping the character of an age in all of his latest
books 13 he emphasizes the antischolastic
anti scholastic elements in renaissance humanism and its tendency toward ideological and literary criticism experience and reason says garin were highly
esteemed by the humanists and they expected to apply these to
the problems of life as well as to the understanding of the
natural world but to a large extent their efforts met with
frustration for unlike the rugged individualism of burckhardt s renaissance man garin s humanists were racked with
great anxieties and insecurity for garin the renaissance was
the beginning of the modern world only in a very distressing
sense 34
see william J bouwsma the interpretation of renaissance humanism
washington D C service center for teachers of history 1959 on post
tian interpretations and also paul oskar kristeller studies in renaisburckhardtian
Burckhard
studies in the renaissance
sance humanism during the last twenty years
3030
50
IX 1962 7730
750
eromo
Toff anin s euomo
luomo antico nel pensiero
for the period of this study see toffanin
in which he continues
del Ri nascimento bologna nicola zanichelli 1957
as in his earlier storia dellumanesimo to interpret humanism not as a revival
of classical paganism but as the expansion of catholic spirituality also see his
Rinascimento
essay in il mondo antico nel Rinau
interna2ionale
nazionale
internazionale
cimento atti del V convegno Inter
pp
ap 19
di studi sul Ri nascimento
florence G C sansoni 1958
38 and
1938
ultima saggi bologna nicola zanichelli 1960 esp ap
pp
most recently in his ultimi
II pensiero italiano
burckhardtian
tian approach of saitta see 11
195
il
214 for the more Burckhard
195214
nellumanesimo e nel Ri nascimento 3 vols bologna cesare zuffi 1949
51
194951
new edition florence G C sansoni 1961
evo
medio
ero al Rinascimento florence sansoni 1950
medioero
eumanesimo
lumanesimo
dal medioevo
italiano filosofia
filo sofia e vita civile nel Ri nascimento bari giuseppe laterza &
Medio evo e nascimento
ricer che bari giuseppe latstudi e ricerche
rinascimento
Ri
figli
fiali 1952 medioevo
erza & figli
filo sofica del Ri nascimento italiano florfiali 1954 and la cultura filosofica
ence sansoni 1961
34
see arturo beccari interpretazioni del nascimento
Ri
Hum anitas re
rinascimento humanitas
29
vista hensile
37 on garin s work and nicola
mensile di cultura X 1955
2937
tuie
tule
monddiale
cahiers dhistoire mondiale
Mon
abbagnano the italian renaissance humanism cashiers
nond
VII 2 1962 269
82
26982
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hans baron as we have already seen stressed the civic
and active elements in florentine humanism of the early fifteenth century to show that with comparative suddenness a
change in humanism as well as in the arts took place which
ever since has been considered to have given birth to the ripe
pattern of the renaissance 35 this was the renaissance that
heralded the modern world in a courteous yet critical rejoinder
ferguson objected to baron s emphasis on florentine civic
humanism as the principal factor in the birth of the renaispetrarca
sance and protested his exclusion of petrarch
Petr arch boccaccio and
the other fourteenth century humanists 36 baron s immediate
reply published in the same journal explained whythe
why the fourshythe
teenth century should not be included in the renaissance
petrarch
tremento
arch he maintained and the other trecento
Tre cento huPetr
proper petrarca
ts retreated from their initial enthusiasm for the classics
manists
manista
and returned to an essentially medieval augustinianism it was
not until after the beginning of the fifteenth century that the
climate changed and humanism became the complete guide to
civic and esthetic life this civic humanism
according to
baron was the essence of the true renaissance 37
paul oskar kristeller one of the leading authorities on
renaissance thought sees humanism much less as a guide to
the active life than as a working curriculum for educational
reform his overall view of the renaissance closer to ferguson s than to baron s is a reaffirmation of the distinctive
nature and significance of the renaissance
shall not repeat or refute any of the arguments proposed by others but merely state that by the renaissance
1I understand that period of western european history which
1I do not preextends approximately from 1300 to 1600
tend to assert that there was a sharp break at the beginning
or end of the renaissance or to deny that there was a
1I

the

crisis of the early italian renaissance 1I vii in a
closely related study published in the same year humanistic and political literQuattro cento cambridge
ature in florence and venice at the beginning of the quattrocento
harvard university press 1955 baron makes a systematic review of the sources
upon which he has constructed the crisis
wallace K ferguson the interpretation of italian humanism the
contribution of hans baron journal of the history of ideas XIX 1958
14
25
1425
17
hans baron moot problems of renaissance interpretation an answer
to wallace K ferguson journal of the history of ideas XIX 1958 26
34
2634
for a very penetrating elaboration of this idea along with a sketch of the
decline of civic humanism in the second half of the century see lauro martines outstanding the social world of the florentine humanists 1390
1460
13901460
princeton princeton university press 1963

hans baron
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good deal of continuity 1I should even admit that in some
respects the changes which occurred in the twelfth and thirteenth or in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were
more profound than the changes of the fourteenth and fifteenth I1 merely maintain that the so called renaissance period has a distinctive physiognomy of its own and that the
inability of historians to find a simple and satisfactory definition for it does not entitle us to doubt its existence 3

kristeller defends the assertion that a number of important
cultural developments of the renaissance originated in italy
and spread to the rest of europe through italian influence
As for the issue of continuity vs break between the middle
ages and renaissance he declares we may grant that there
is a continuity but it is a continuity of change and the differences resulting from this change tend to accumulate as time
passes 40 kristeller also emphasizes the literary historical
and philological nature of humanism as contrasted with the
more philosophical movements of the later fifteenth century
thus the chief characteristics of humanism were its attention
to grammar rhetoric history poetry and moral philosophy
and its reading and interpretation of the ancient latin and
greek classics renaissance platonism as well as aristotelianism according to kristeller had many sources interests and
ideas that clearly set it off from humanism as a distinct movement 41
19
111

classics
0 kristeller the
press

and renaissance thought cambridge
mass harvard university
ap 5354
1955 pp
344
kristeller humanist learning in the italian renaissance centennial
66 cf ferguson s the revival
review of arts and science IV 1960 243
24366
of classical antiquity or the first century of humanism A reappraisal
report of the canadian historical association annual meeting 1957 pp
ap
paul

20
13
1320

kristeller changing views of the intellectual history of the renaissance since jacob burckhardt in helton the renaissance p 28 cf the useful collection of many of kristeller s essays in studies in renaissance thought
and letters rome Edizioni
and the similar
Letteratura 1956
edizioni di storia e letteratura
interpretations of B L ullman in studies in the italian renaissance rome
Edi
zioni di storia e Letteratura
edizioni
letteratura 1955 see also ullman s the humanism of
salutati
salutari
coluccio Salu
tati padua antenore 1963
ap 40
kristeller changing views pp
4033 and renaissance platonism
ap 104
05 kristeller s colleague at columbia uni10405
facets of the renaissance pp
versity however john herman randall jr sees humanism as a religious
movement resisting the aristotelian naturalism of the middle ages the career
new york
of philosophy from the middle ages to the enlightenment
columbia university press 1962 p 49 ft
ff similarly george clarke sellery
disparages the humanists as ivory tower grammarians
who cannot have
been the creative force which ushered in modernity the renaissance its
nature and origins madison university of wisconsin press 1950 p 257
cf emil luckis related but more thorough and balanced judgment in history
111
of the renaissance book III
lii education learning and thought the most
ili
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recent interpretations of renaissance literature and art also
reveal sharpening perspectives of the renaissance as a whole
one of the most controversial books of this period is hiram
haydn s the counter renaissance haydn divides the renaais sance into three distinct intellectual artistic movements the
issance
classical renaissance or humanistic revival roughly corresponding in time to the fifteenth century the counter renais
sance the sixteenth century and the scientific reformation
the seventeenth century the classical renaissance exalted
ethical and moral teachings and held learning and reason in
high regard the sixteenth century haydn argues was not a
continuation of these renaissance traits but a rejection of
them the counter renaissance with its anti intellectualism
anti moralism anti authoritarianism repudiated reason as the
antimoralism
devil s harlot 42 finally reason and empiricism were once
more united in a sort of hegelian synthesis in the seventeenth
century scientific reformation
although there has been much criticism of haydn s thesis
some writers particularly literary critics and art historians
have found his book provocative the orderliness precision
and optimism of renaissance literature and art writes baird
whitlock gave way after 1520 to expressions and feelings of
uncertainty and unresolved tensions doubts of man s capability of ordering his world threw men back upon a belief in
the supernatural agency of god this unfortunately not only
lead to a cleansing of the church s actions and attitudes it also
brought back the evils of suspected witchcraft and the practices
out looks
of the inquisition
in art this reversion to medieval outlooks
was expressed in the mannerist distortion of forms in its
studies of unusual light effects and its exaggerations of both
direct attack on kristeller s view has come from giocchino paparelli who boldly
equates humanism with renaissance thereby contradicting kristeller s distinction between the literary humanist movement and the later philosophical
nijas
ie components
hum anitas divi
dtvinitas
divinitas
nitas le
disi
renaissance giocchino paparelli feritas
fentas humanitas
fantas
lil in nicolas
lii
dellumaneshno messina firenze 1960 see the review of pa
dellumanesimo
paparelli
ar ili
perella humanism and the spirit of the renaissance lra
ica XL 1963
italica
ira
ita
132 43
13243
hiram haydn the counter renaissance new york scribners 1950
xiii
bibliotheque dhumanisme et
baird whitlock the counter renaissance bibliotnque
eugenio battisti s recent and very derenaissance XX 1958 441 also see eugenic
tailed study of the same subject lantirinascimento milan feltrinelli 1962
battisti s outstanding work on sixteenth century culture deserves much wider circulation
cu
among non italian readers but unfortunately has not yet been translated
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perspective and color in order to emphasize or suggest theological and spiritual conflict rather than depict human or
natural beauty it seems to me to be a travesty of the meaning
of cultural periods whitlock concludes to think of the
counter reformation as parts of the renaisreformation and counterreformation
sance their whole mood was antagonistic to the growing
humanism of the earlier period 44
many of the recent studies however have been less interested in periodization
per iodization than in defining the motives of renaissance culture arnold hauser for example while not overenthusiastic about the period in general and insisting that the
roots of most renaissance characteristics lay deep in the midgig
dle ages is impressed by the naturalism and realism of gif
steenth
teenth century art especially florentine he also emphasizes
its uniformity and depiction of cultural totality which neither
gothic art before it nor baroque a century later achieved 45
few men have been more in the center of the renaissance
controversy than the art critic and historian erwin panofsky
developing a theme which he began many years ago panofsky
concludes in his renaissance and renascences in western art
that there was a renaissance which started in italy in the first
half of the fourteenth century extended its classic
classicizing
izing tendencies to the visual arts in the fifteenth and subsequently
left its imprint upon all cultural activities in the rest of
europe 46 panofsky demonstrates that from the fourteenth
century through the sixteenth men were convinced that the
period in which they lived was a new age sharply different
whitlock the counter renaissance p 449 john L lievsay and H G
koenigsberger
Koenigs berger both agree that there was a sharp difference between the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries but do not accept the haydn whitlock suggestion that it
was a decline from the former to the latter lievsay maintains that the late sixteenth century was
ws more important than any earlier period in italian literature
especially in its influence on england soc and hist iirnr the ren pp
ap 49
56
4956
koenigsberger
Koenigs berger demonstrates that the apparently decadent italian culture of the
second half of the sixteenth century really represented a shift in emphasis and
expression rather than a deterioration decadence or shift changes in the
civilization of italy and europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
1960 1118
ath ser X 1960
18
transactions of the royal society 5th
arnold hauser the social history of art new york knopf 1952 and
vintage books 1960
i960 in this respect see also rudolf wittkower architectural
principles
pies in the age of humanism london the warburg institute 1952
ples
Prini
cf B L ullman renaissance the word and the underlying concept
studies in philology XLIX 1952
18 frederick B artz from the
105
10518
renaissance to romanticism trends in style in art literature and music 1300and ernest dewald
1830 chicago university of chicago press 1962
italian painting 1200
1600 new york holt rinehart and winston 1961
12001600
renaissance and renascences in western art stockholm almqvist and
wiksell 1960 p 42
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from the medieval past
past47 he admits there were numerous
medieval rebirths but his examination of each discloses them
to be transitory and limited in comparison with the fifteenth
century renaissance this renaissance amounted to what the
biologists would call a mutational as opposed to an evolutional
change a change both sudden and permanent 48

VI
in the field of renaissance science the last fifteen years
have marked a turning point in the previous two decades
those who upheld the preeminence of the renaissance in science were all but laughed out of court by the prevailing view
that for natural science humanism was an almost unmitigated
curse 4 9 although this outlook has not been reversed it has
been modified few scholars will now deny that the renaissance contributed far less to scientific discovery methodology
or thought than did the seventeenth century but even fewer
consider it a period of complete scientific stagnation part of
the reason for this is the recognition that indirect contributions
to scientific thought and development were implicit in much
of the work of the humanists philosophers and artists of the
renaissance and partly due to a broadened conception of
what constitutes science
in his article the role of art in the scientific renaissance
for example giorgio de santillana illustrates the
significant part played by the renaissance artist in advancing
the study and practice of anatomy optics experimentation and
observation 50 he agrees with panofsky that art provided the
11
see franco simone s outstanding II
societal
il Ri nascimento francese turin societa
Ed
itrice internazionale
editrice
on the renaissance attitude toward its time
Internazionale 1961
renaissance and renascences p 162 panofsky further illustrated the
almost autonomous nature of the renaissance equally separated from the middle
ages and from the modern world by the close association of art and science in
the period a phenomenon which from the seventeenth century on ceased to be
in
true artist scientist genius notes on the renaissance dammerung
ap 121
82
12182
the renaissance six essays pp
49j
J H randall making of the modern mind rev ed boston houghton
mifflin 1940 p 212
critical problems in the history of science
in marshall clagett ed
madison university of wisconsin press 1959 pp
ap 3565
33 65 this view is re35
5365
5565
3365
flected in the increased interest in leonardo da vinci s contributions to science
science
see for example kenneth clark
da
a
the
relation
leonardo
note
on
vinci
oark
dark
between his science and his art history today 11
II 1952 30113
301 13 george
sarton six wings men of science in the renaissance bloomington indiana
pp 219
33 J H randall
university press 1957 ap
the place of leonardo da
21933
vinci in the emergence of modern sciences journal of the history of ideas
XIV 1953
191
202 and ivor B hart the world of leonardo da vinci
191202

toronto nelson 1961
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means for transmitting observations into ideas in the same
publication A R hall extends santillana s conclusions to
the scholars as well as the artists and craftsmen hall demonstrates that by providing new raw materials and by correlating
the work of the craftsmen and the scholars the renaissance
provided the milieu necessary for the scientific revolution of
the seventeenth century
but the most interesting transformation is the dramatically
changed views of george sarton the celebrated harvard historian of science in 1929 sarton declared from the scientific
point of view the renaissance was not a renaissance that age
of tremendous revival
was a golden age of arts and
it is on the whole
letters but to the historian of science
disappointing
but in 1952 he announced in the field of
science the novelties during the renaissance were gigantic
revolutionary
the renaissance scientists introduced not
a new look but a new being the novelty was often so great
that one could hardly speak of a renaissance or rebirth it was
put it this way he concluded
a real birth a new beginning
the renaissance was a transmutation of values a new deal
a reshuffling of cards but most of the cards were old the
scientific renaissance was a new deal but many of the cards
were new 3 among the factors responsible for the new outlook and achievements during the renaissance sarton singles
out the invention of movable type printing as the most important
john herman randall s views seem to have changed much
less than sarton s over the last thirty five years he still maw
mai
ln
maintains that the movement we know as the renaissance was
indeed a rejection of this scientific interest for other concerns
1

12

11

hall

the

scholar and the craftsman in the scientific revolution
ap 3323
clagett critical problems pp
23
12
george sarton science in the renaissance in J W thompson et al
the civilization of the renaissance new york ungar 1929 p 75
r
sarton the quest for truth scientific progress during the renaissance
the renaissance six essays p 57 also reprinted in robert M palter ed
24 cf six
toward modern science new york noonday press 1961 11
II 3324
wings 4 harcourt brown maintains in the renaissance and historians of
plugs
science
studies in the renaissance VIII 1960
27 42 that sarton never
2742
1960
really changed his position on renaissance science he merely became more
interested in the human qualities of some of the renaissance men like leonardo
da vinci but sarton never to my knowledge withdrew his fundamental view
that the so called renaissance was an episode between two creative ages a period
of preparation for the truly great seventeenth century p 42
A R
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practical artistic and at bottom religious 54 with the exception of a few areas such as optics perspective printing and
possibly anatomy says randall the concrete contributions of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to scientific discovery
were few nevertheless during that period many of the impediments and pitfalls to the development of scientific thought
were removed and the way was prepared for the great
awakening of the seventeenth century all of which emphasizes the scientific orientation of our time and the tendency to
praise or condemn previous eras in proportion to their contribution to science 55
although he does believe there was relative stagnation of
the natural sciences during the fifteenth and for the first
half of the sixteenth century 50 robert klein insists that many
humanists of the period made positive contributions to scientific thought and practice much of which was not actually
applied until later men like agricola cardan scaliger mer
cicino made the renaissance a unique
cater alberto and ficino
period in science as well as in humanities A limited but perceptive summation of the trend in current interpretation may
be seen in marie boas the scientific renaissance 14501630
1450
1401630
140 1630
which is intended to show that the period from 1450 to 1630
constitutes a definite stage in the history of science

it was an era of profound change but the change was
curiously consistent equally this era marks a break with the
past 1I do not wish to deny the importance or validity of the
amical
atical
mathematical
mediaeval
media eval contribution to science especially to mathem
eathem
physics but however much sixteenth century scientists drew
from the science of the fourteenth century they were sepa

the career of philosophy
hall the scientific revolution

randall

p 49 in somewhat the same light
see A R
seea
1800 boston beacon press
1500
15001800
alexandre koyre
1954
koyr6
kobre from the closed world to the infinite universe
and herbert butterfield the origins
baltimore johns hopkins press 1957
of modern science new ed new york macmillan 1957
alistair crombie also illustrates the trend of recent historians of science
to look more favorably
faor ably upon the renaissance in direct proportion to its disassociation with humanism augustine to galileo the histor
historyy of science AP
bistor
AD
press
and robert
cambridge mass harvard university
400
1953
1650
4001650
grosseteste
Grosse teste and the origins of experimental science 11001700
1100 1700 oxford
paris
paul Ch auchard ehumanisme
clarendon press 1953
lhumanisme et la science pamis
1955
spes 1961
bibliotheque dhumanisme
hum anistes et la science bibliothque
robert klein les humanistes
dhumansme
Pelse neer in la
7 strangely enough jean pelseneer
1961
et renaissance XXIII
modeane
mo derne
r6forme
reforme
xvi1
reforce du xvie
sicie Aa 1 origine de la science moderne
evie sicle
la science au
paris hermann 1960
siecle
siccle colloque international de royaumont
Roy aumont
zieme
sel
sei
seizieme
zinze
seizinze
zinie sicle
pp
ap 15365
153 65 sees the origin of modern science in the reformation particularly
in the socially outward view of protestantism
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rated from it by three generations passionate attempt to regracco roman antiquity in f fteenth
fifteenth
vive graeco
steenth century europe
re
discover and relearn what the greeks had
the attempt to rediscover
known dominated men s minds in 1450 the brilliant innovations of the sixteenth century showed that this knowledge
once assimilated had surprising implications the revolutionrealized
reali sed by
ary theories and methods of the 1540 s were fully realised
16300 57
163
165
1

the

meaning of the literature surveyed here can best be
judged by each one for himself yet it seems apparent that
there are present some common denominators that merit emphasis the view for example that the renaissance constitutes
a distinctive period in western development appears as a
recurring theme in recent renaissance interpretation it is
repeatedly viewed as an epoch which was creative in many
ways yet decadent in others a crucial period if not transitional in the ferguson sense at least evanescent lying between
the equally distinctive civilizations of the middle ages and
that of more modern times and having a very lasting effect
upon the latter the characteristics and features of this period
look different to different people but most agree that it was
both a time of great change and of stagnation of evolving
looks and reaching out into the unknown
methods and out
outlooks
while at the same time groping back into the resources of the
medieval and classical past it was the renaissance
the rise

of modern science
II 13
brothers collins 1962 11
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